Abstract. We have mapped cold atomic gas in 21cm line H i self-absorption (HISA) at arcminute resolution over more than 90% of the Milky Way's disk. To probe the formation of H2 clouds, we have compared our HISA distribution with CO J = 1 − 0 line emission. Few HISA features in the outer Galaxy have CO at the same position and velocity, while most innerGalaxy HISA has overlapping CO. But many apparent inner-Galaxy HISA-CO associations can be explained as chance superpositions, so most inner-Galaxy HISA may also be CO-free. Since standard equilibrium cloud models cannot explain the very cold H i in many HISA features without molecules being present, these clouds may instead have significant CO-dark H2.
Overview
The gas in galactic disks occurs in a wide range of temperatures and densities, most of which are unsuitable for star formation. Somehow, diffuse atomic clouds are collected into colder, denser molecular clouds that can collapse under their own gravity. Molecular condensation is not directly observable, but it most likely arises in cold, quiescent pockets of atomic hydrogen (H i) gas, which over time will form molecular hydrogen (H 2 ) followed by more observable molecular species. Using algorithms developed previously (Gibson et al. 2005a,b) , we have mapped the cold H i population traced by H i self-absorption (HISA; Gibson et al. 2000) against warmer H i emission in three large H i synthesis surveys (Gibson 2010; see Table 1 ). We then measured the mean fraction of positions Figure 1 . Left: Galactic disk coverage of H i and CO surveys used in this study (see Table 1 ). ATGC and GALFA data are not yet included. The spiral arm model is adapted from Taylor & Cordes (1993) . Right: Corrected fractions of HISA voxels (volume pixels) with 12 CO emission at the same (ℓ, b, v) position, measured for different survey data sets vs. longitude within different LSR velocity ranges to separate trends for local, inner-Galaxy, and outer-Galaxy gas. Points give the mean fraction and 1σ error in the mean. The plotted fraction values are computed as the observed fraction minus the fraction expected if HISA and CO are unrelated physically and only align by chance, where the latter fraction is the product of the fraction of all voxels containing HISA and the fraction of all voxels containing CO. Threshholds used for significant detections are ∆T b,HISA < −15 K and T b,12CO > 1 K.
with HISA that also have CO emission in other surveys (Table 1; Figure 1 ) to evaluate the evolutionary state of the HISA clouds.
We find that most HISA outside the Sun's orbit lacks CO emission at the same position and velocity, while most inner-Galaxy HISA has overlapping CO, but the latter may be illusory. If the expected number of HISA-CO matches due to chance alignments is removed, then the inner-Galaxy HISA-CO correspondence drops below ∼ 50%. Since HISA temperatures are too cold to explain easily with purely atomic gas (Wolfire et al. 2003) , many HISA features may trace cold H i inside H 2 clouds that lack adequate UV shielding for abundant CO (e.g., Wolfire et al. 2010) .
We also find that CO positions with HISA are even less common than HISA positions with CO, with a low enough fraction (< 10%) to raise concerns about the use of HISA to resolve near/far kinematic distance ambiguities in inner-Galaxy sight lines.
Future steps in the analysis include corrections for FCRAO CO "error beam" sidelobe contamination, incorporation of other surveys, including GALFA-H i data from Arecibo, and comparison to synthetic observations of Galactic disk models.
